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Through a Glass Darkly 1997

selected papers from the conferences

...Through a Glass Darkly 2006

through a glass darkly reflections on the sacred is a collection of research articles on the influence of religion on music literature and art
the book was edited by frances di lauro with an introduction by victoria barker

Through a Glass Darkly 2006-12-06

these thirteen original essays are provocative explorations in the construction and representation of self in america s colonial and early
republican eras highlighting the increasing importance of interdisciplinary research for the field of early american history these leading
scholars in the field extend their reach to literary criticism anthropology psychology and material culture the collection is organized
into three parts histories of self texts of self and reflections on defining self individual essays examine the significance of dreams diaries
and carved chests murder and suicide indian kinship and the experiences of african american sailors gathered in celebration of the
institute of early american history and culture s fiftieth anniversary these imaginative inquiries will stimulate critical thinking and
open new avenues of investigation on the forging of self identity in early america the contributors are w jeffrey bolster t h breen
elaine forman crane greg dening philip greven rhys isaac kenneth a lockridge james h merrell donna merwick mary beth norton
mechal sobel alan taylor laurel thatcher ulrich and richard white

Through a Glass Darkly 2012-12-01

the bible forms a key part in the development of critical theological thinking and reflection on experience equally to understand how
we as individuals read the bible we need to be critically aware of our own stories and context text and life tradition and experience are
inextricably intertwined in a glass darkly offers for the first time a critical dialogue between practical theology and biblical
hermeneutics it considers the role of emotional engagement and critical understanding in biblical interpretation from here and presents
being critical as an act which is just as much appreciative as it is suspicious

In a Glass Darkly 2017-01-01

merold westphal has been in the foremost ranks of philosophers who proclaim a new postsecular philosophy by articulating an
epistemology sensitive to the realities of cognitive finitude and moral weakness he defends a wisdom that begins in both humility and
commitment one that always confesses that human beings can encounter meaning and truth only as human beings never as gods the
present volume focuses on this wisdom of humility that characterizes westphal s thought and explores how that wisdom expressed
through the redemptive dynamic of doubt can contribute to developing a postsecular apologetic for faith this book can function both as
an accessible introduction to westphal for those who have not read him extensively and also as an informed critical appreciation and
extension of his work for those who are more experienced readers

Gazing Through a Prism Darkly 2009-08-25

winner of the 2022 gradiva award for best book historic moment for reflection this book offers real time intimate reflections on dr
friedberg s patients as they struggle with covid 19 and its disruptive dispiriting fallout through a screen darkly identifies the
psychological distress caused by the pandemic examining how the particular elements of covid 19 its ability to be spread by those who
seem not to have it its intractability the long term uncertainty that it engenders leave even relatively stable people shaken and unsure
of the future the book examines how amidst radical uncertainty and the prospect of massive social change such people learn to become
resilient the main theme of the book is that of necessity we learn to adapt though we still can only see darkly we can call on the
resources that we have as well as those we can reasonably acquire so as to retain a sense of our dignity and purpose through a screen
darkly examines what is possible now as the pandemic runs its course it makes no predictions of how all this will ultimately play out
but offers a time capsule of how people have coped with a disease that landed suddenly and that we still do not fully understand



offering a series of intense encounters with worried traumatized people this book will be invaluable to in training and practicing
psychiatrists as it points to the several possible directions for our national psychological recovery from the pandemic

Through a Screen Darkly 2021-05-05

when the body is foregrounded in artwork as in much contemporary performance sculptural installation and video work so is gendered
and sexualised difference feminist perspectives on art contemporary outtakes looks to interactions between art history theory curation
and studio based practices to theorise the phenomenological import of this embodied gender difference in contemporary art the essays in
this collection are rooted in a wide variety of disciplines including art making curating and art history and criticism with many of the
authors combining roles of curator artist and writer this interdisciplinary approach enables the book to bridge the theory practice divide
and highlight new perspectives emerging from creative arts research fresh insights are offered on feminist aesthetics women s
embodied experience curatorial and art historical method art world equity and intersectional concerns it engages with epistemological
assertions of how the body feels how the land has creative agency in indigenous art and how the use of emotional or affective registers
may form one s curatorial method this anthology represents a significant contribution to a broader resurgence of feminist thought
methodology and action in contemporary art particularly in creative practice research it will be of particular value to students and
researchers in art history visual culture cultural studies and gender studies in addition to museum and gallery professionals specialising
in contemporary art

Feminist Perspectives on Art 2018-02-01

how are the numerous member states of the european union today to reach proper consensus on an eventual common eu social model
in this meditative and reflective philosophical literary and social inquiry first presented as invited lectures at the institute for european
studies of the jagiellonian university peter mccormick highlights the still largely overlooked conceptual and linguistic resources of the
distinctive european high modernist poetry of suffering for freshly rearticulating some of the most basic moral and ethical values at the
historical roots of european civilization against contrasted readings of modernity in the works of both analytic and hermeneutic
philosophers successive studies investigate the figures of moral discourse moral perception and both moral motivation and ethical
emancipation in the poetry of the nobel laureats t s eliot paul valéry and eugenio montale the result is the renewed availability of
richly resourceful formulations of fundamental european values for stimulating the ongoing work of achieving appropriate political
consensus for a future harmonized european union social policy

Aspects Yellowing Darkly 2010

this collection of essays arose from a workshop held in canberra in 2013 under the auspices of the academy of social sciences in australia
to consider the impact of the encroachment of the market on public universities while the uk tripled fees in 2013 and determined that
the teaching of the social sciences and the humanities would no longer be publicly funded it was feared that australia would go further
and deregulate fees altogether in the best tradition of the social sciences the contributors have assumed the role of critic and conscience
of society to present penetrating analyses of the ramifications of the corporatisation of the university as neoliberalism continues to
occupy the ascendant position in the political firmament the dramatis personae in these analyses are students academics managers and
political mandarins with the gendered character of corporatisation an important sub theme

Through A Glass Darkly 2015-11-08

the third and final volume in the first comprehensive history of black social christianity by the greatest theological ethicist of the
twenty first century michael eric dyson the black social gospel is a tradition of unsurpassed and ongoing importance in american life
argues gary dorrien in his groundbreaking trilogy on the history of black social christianity this concluding volume an interpretation of
the tradition since the early 1970s follows dorrien s award winning the new abolition w e b du bois and the black social gospel and
breaking white supremacy martin luther king jr and the black social gospel beginning in the shadow of martin luther king jr dorrien
examines the past fifty years of this intellectual and activist tradition interpreting its politics theology ethics social criticism and social
justice organizing he argues that black social christianity is today an intersectional tradition of discourse and activist religion that
interrelates liberation theology womanist theology antiracist politics lgbtq theory cultural criticism progressive religion broad based



interfaith organizing and global solidarity politics a darkly radiant vision features in depth discussions of andrew young jesse jackson
samuel dewitt proctor gayraud wilmore james cone cornel west katie geneva cannon stacey floyd thomas traci blackmon william j
barber ii raphael g warnock and many others

A Darkly Radiant Vision 2023-07-25

this book the first english language study of mauriac s bloc notes presents these poignant incisive editorials on social justice war and
human rights in postwar france as both symptomatic of a culture imbued with the past and emblematic of a christian humanist s ethical
approach to history and memory

AIDS Bibliography 1992

through narcissus glass darkly presents a genealogy and critique of the ideal of conscience in modern philosophical theology particularly
in the writings of hobbes rousseau and kant it shows why the apparently emancipatory rejection of heteronomy compromised the ideal
of self legislated freedom david pacini argues that despite its advocacy of the popular political value of common understanding the
modern religion of conscience has become the achilles heel of both kantian and freudian thought it is doomed to succumb to its own
fundamentally narcissistic or self relating orientation avoiding the tenacious cliché that the luminaries of modern philosophy simply
replaced god with the self david pacini argues that the modern religion of conscience emerges out of a far more radical kind of
disenchantment one in which both god and self are de divinized bereft of divinity the god of modernity becomes empty the self of
modernity in its autonomy becomes hopelessly tied to dissociation from origins and to loss of a world left only to itself the conscientious
individual has only the world it legitimates through self relating but given that any other world is inconceivable the conscientious
individual can never know whether its world is just or merely the expression of self interest paradoxically pacini argues the most
formidable proponents of the modern religion of conscience share with their critics a common problem the self legislating self has
become both indispensable and impossible within much of modern philosophy and theology this unique and interdisciplinary
interpretation of conscience makes an important contribution for scholars and students of modern philosophy christian theology
psychoanalytic theory and literary criticism

Through the Past Darkly 2004-10

cimbala shows why the prevention management and concluding of war all require an understanding of the subjective aspects of
decision making as well as the hardware and tactics of military operations a review of past cases of u s security policy decision making
and a preview of some future problems are combined to distill important lessons about coping with conflict in the post cold war world
these lessons include the awareness that some conflicts are unnecessarily provoked or prolonged on account of the gap between the
perspectives and experiences of civilian policy makers and the views of the armed forces leadership another important lesson is that in
resolving or managing conflicts perceptions and expectations of leaders filter out alternatives that might have led to preferred solutions
had they been attempted in good time of particular interest to policy makers military professionals and researchers involved with
contemporary military issues

Through Narcissus' Glass Darkly 2008

in his long awaited first book of prose poet and essayist sherod santos takes a compelling look into some of poetry s deepest secrets an
investigation that leads him to the surprising conclusion that poems have minds of their own minds often inaccessible even to the one
who composed them in these essays santos explores not only what he thinks about poetry but also what and how poetry thinks about
itself his writings range across the history of western poetry from formative classical myths to modern experimental forms and touch
on subjects as diverse as the rhetorical history of cannibalism the political and cultural uses of translation and the current state of
american poetry along the way he calls on past poets like ovid baudelaire and phyllis wheatley on twentieth century poets like wallace
stevens h d and rainer maria rilke and on writers and thinkers like montaigne walter benjamin simone weil and paul de man these
essays explore facets of poetry known best to one who has practiced the art for years from the methods of poetic attention to the
processes by which perception is transformed into language and from the illusive relationship between poetry and meaning to the
integral relationship between poetry and memory this collection delves into what it means to be a poet and how being a poet is



intimately tied to one s social and cultural moment with santos s trademark flair for seeking out the overlooked and unforeseeable a
poetry of two minds is an extraordinary collection that testifies to its author s far reaching intellectual curiosity readers who have
delighted in his insights over the years can now have the satisfaction of having them caught between the covers of this provocative
book

Through a Glass Darkly 2001-06-30

suffering the sacred and the sublime are concepts that often surface in humanities research in an attempt to come to terms with what is
challenging troubling or impossible to represent these intersecting concepts are used to mediate the gap between the spoken and the
unspeakable between experience and language between body and spirit between the immanent and the transcendent and between the
human and the divine the twenty five essays in through a glass darkly suffering the sacred and the sublime in literature and theory
written by international scholars working in the fields of literary criticism philosophy and history address the ways in which literature
and theory have engaged with these three concepts and related concerns the contributors analyze literary and theoretical texts from
the medieval period to the postmodern age from the works of chaucer shakespeare donne and herbert to those of endô shûsaku alice
munro annie dillard emmanuel levinas and slavoj Žižek this book will be of particular interest to scholars of religion and literature
philosophy and literature aesthetic theory and trauma studies

Through a Lens Darkly 1993

this collection offers a reassessment of early quaker women with a central focus on gender the contributors highlight new discoveries
and interpretations about these transatlantic women friends pivotal revolutions disruptions and networks

A Poetry of Two Minds 2000

do we have to conceive of ourselves as isolated individuals inevitably distanced from other people and from whatever we might mean
when we use the word god on becoming god offers an innovative approach to the history of the modern western self by looking at
human identity as something people do together rather than on their own ben morgan argues that the shared practices of human
identity can be understood as ways of managing and keeping at bay the impulses and experiences associated with the word god the self
is a way of doing things or of not doing things with god the book draws on phenomenology heidegger gender studies beauvoir butler
and contemporary neuroscience to present a new approach to the history of modern identity it surveys existing approaches to modern
selfhood foucault charles taylor and proposes an alternative account by investigating late medieval mysticism in particular texts written
in germany by meister eckhart and others in the same milieu reactions to the condemnation of meister eckhart s teaching for heresy in
1329 offer a microcosm of the circumstances in which something like the modern self arises as people change their behavior toward
others toward themselves and toward what they call god the book makes meister eckhart and his contemporaries appear as our
contemporaries by changing the assumptions with which we approach our own identity to make this change requires a revision of
current vocabularies for approaching ourselves and in particular the vocabulary and habits inherited from psychoanalysis the book
finishes by exploring the parallel between late medieval confessors and their spiritual charges and late nineteenth century
psychoanalysts and their patients the result is a renewed vision of the freud s project of finding a vocabulary for acknowledging and
nurturing our everyday commitments to others and to our spiritual longings

Through a Glass Darkly 2011-01-19

thirty two new takes on taiwan cinema covers thirty two films from taiwan addressing a flowering of new talent moving from art
film to genre pictures and nonfiction beyond the conventional framework of privileging new and post new cinema or prominence of
auteurs or single films this volume is a comprehensive judicious take on taiwan cinema that fills gaps in the literature offers a renewed
historiography and introduces new creative force and voices of taiwan s moving image culture to produce a leading and accessible work
on taiwan film and culture film by film is conceived as the main carrier of moving picture imagery for a majority of viewers across the
world the curation offers an array of formal historical genre sexual social and political frames which provide a rich brew of contexts this
surfeit of meanings is carried by individual films one by one which breaks down abstractions into narrative bites and outsized emotions



��������� 1994

irish writer joseph sheridan le fanu 1814 1873 is one of the leading weird writers of the nineteenth century the author of green tea
carmilla uncle silas and other classic works in this volume the first collection of essays about le fanu three distinguished scholars have
amassed a wealth of material on every aspect of the author s life work and influence a biographical section features memoirs of le fanu
along with reproductions of many portraits of the author early reviews of his many books are reprinted as is important early criticism
by m r james e f benson v s pritchett and others recent essays by jack sullivan john langan victor sage and many others discuss a wide
array of topics relating to le fanu s writing nine of these essays are printed here for the first time all in all this book provides a
definitive guide to the weird fiction of le fanu gary william crawford is a widely published poet scholar and fiction writer and compiler
of a bibliography of le fanu jim rockhill is the editor of the complete supernatural fiction of le fanu brian j showers is a fiction writer and
literary historian and the co compiler with gary william crawford of joseph sheridan le fanu a concise bibliography together they edit
the online scholarly journal le fanu studies

New Critical Studies on Early Quaker Women, 1650-1800 2018

the modern hope of attaining purely rational and objective knowledge has faltered to the joy of some and worry of others philosophy s
attempt to see reality with a god s eye view is increasingly viewed as unlikely or undesirable but what fills the vacuum now that the
modern project is in jeopardy through a glass darkly examines the thought of richard rorty and bernard lonergan on the posibility of
knowledge without a god s eye view rorty one of the most influential contemporary thinkers exposes the utter contingency of all
philosophical solutions and intuitions without the pretensions of objective knowledge rorty hopes for a liberal order rooted in hope and
solidarity rather than fruitless longings for truth constantly asking us to pay attention to what we actually do when we attempt to
know lonergan discovers in the fragility of consciousness a modest but invariant foundation for human knowledge unlike naive forms
of realism lonergan s answer to rorty s skepticism reveals rorty s incomplete escape from cartesian anxiety lonergan s turn to the
subject more radically breaks the lure of certainty and reveals lonergan not rorty as the integral postmodern thinker

On Becoming God:Late Medieval Mysticism and the Modern Western Self 2013

of all joyce s extant works giacomo joyce is the one that has least received its due this book presents a collection of essays devoted to
joyce s last published work it attempts to place critical reception of this text within the framework of joyce studies

Thirty-two New Takes on Taiwan Cinema 2022-12-22

the discovery of america and its further development into a modern state and a nation are the clear instance of how ideology and
rhetoric are entwined and how they can encompass widely disparate viewpoints the essays collected in this book address the topical
issues of modern american studies cultural difference and otherness gender race and ethnicity class and power they represent new
texts and contexts approached through the revision reevaluation and reconfiguration of cannons thus accommodating the expectations of
the heterodox audience femininity reconsidered an ideology of passing away in contemporary world of technical development race
captured within the framework of identity and gender the rhetoric of blackness approached through racial exploitation american
conquest ideology revealed in a mission of manifest destiny the 20th century assimilation rhetoric in the relations between native
americans and the us federal government the conservative ideology and apologetic rhetoric of the antebellum south the critique of the
21st century american legal system the evolution of the presidential rhetoric which today addresses a large heterogeneous audience â
all these topics impose a transnational interpretation of american culture which developed as a result of the cross cultural transformation
of european culture cultures moulded on american soil to finally become a unique reformulation of the very idea of america itself

Reflections in a Glass Darkly 2011

one of america s most talked about science writers and author of the award winning book thursday s universe explores the
phenomenon of dark matter the hypothesized invisible substance that is changing our view of the universe photographs
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Forthcoming Books 1998

spanish california with its diverse mix of indians soldiers settlers and missionaries provides a fascinating site for the investigation of
individual and collective identity in colonial america through innovative methodologies and extensive archival research the nine essays
in this volume reshape our understanding of how people in the northernmost spanish borderlands viewed themselves and remade
their worlds essays examine franciscan identity and missionary tactics in alta california sonora and the sierra gorda spanish and mexican
settlers identity as revealed in mission records family relationships political affiliations and genetic origins and indian identity as shown
in mission orchestras and choral guilds as well as in the life of pablo tac a luiseño who penned his own remembrance of the spanish
conquest of alta california the concluding essays examine the identity and historiography of the field of the spanish borderlands as it has
developed over the last century in north america and spain

Virginia Libraries 1996

these essays interdisciplinary in their approach demonstrate the variegation of the religious imagination from the broadest historical and
denominational scope by examining the works of philosophers and theologians of poets painters and novelists from saint mark to jacques
derrida and from erasmus loyola and milton to rouault and to andrew greeley the essayists seek to answer the question jesus posed to
his disciples who do you say that i am and to anticipate the equally contentious query how do you say who i am the essays together
explore the religious imagination through the question of transcendence using both the age old christian imagination and the
contemporary world wherein the divisions between religious cultures are less fixed an age of imaginative permeability where the
absence of god is as present as the presence of god
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